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I. PREPARATION PHASE
GETTING TO KNOW YOUR TOOLS
GETTING TO KNOW YOUTH LEADERSHIP & FEATURED YOUTH
Optional: GOING PRO : THE YL IMMERSION ONLINE TOUR
*Abundant Tools and Support*
REMINDER. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF YL MEDIA & SERVICES
II. STARTER PHASE
*Inspire the entire Class*
INSPIRING THE GROUP : THE STARTER SESSION
*Turn Passion into Action*
TAKING INSTANT ACTION
III. FOUNDATION PHASE
*Form a Team*
THE YL STUDENT CLUB = MANAGE YEAR-ROUND ACTIVITIES
*Sustain the Inspiration, year-round*
SUSTAIN PRESENCE : HERO/INES OF THE MONTH EXHIBIT
IV. EVOLUTION PHASE
*Simply get started*
STUDENT CLUBS – TAKE YOUR FAVORITE ACTIONS
*Integrate Youth Leadership in Units and Subjects, year-round*
THE NON-FORMAL YL CURRICULUM
*Natural Rhythm, big Picture, Opportunity to connect with regional Partners*
ALIGN WITH UNITED NATIONS DAYS
*Live Meetings with Hero/ines of our Time*
SKYPE MEETINGS & WEBCASTS
V. ULTIMATE UPGRADE
*Going pro: YL Warriors make Changemaking their Lifestyle and Sport*
CHANGE GENERATION RISING Reality Game: 3 Missions per Month
*Worst-case Scenarios*
MAKING IT HAPPEN, ANYWAY AND ANYWHERE
GET INVOLVED
Spread youth leadership in your city; join us as YL Messenger

Please visit our website's Welcome section to gain rich impressions of our world.
Since we unite a lot of exceptionally successful youth- and adult led model solutions
for sustainability and changemaking learning culture on our platform, a LOT may
come unexpected to you.
Rest assured, as it is all led by students in the context of schools, making waves
in national media, sparking replication and demand by thousands of schools,
already, it is easy to do.
All you need is to see these new opportunities of our era, feel the inspiration
(seeing and feeling is believing), and develop vision for applying them in your
personal context.
The best thing about this preparation phase is that it is a highly inspriational
cinematic experience, discovering things that we all care about - solutions for a
world of peace and abudance for all, concrete media, young hero/ines of our time
and more.
Your preparation gives you a taste of the feeling that your class or group will
perceive. An inspiratiuon, upliftment and can-do feeling that makes all the difference.
Enjoy the discovery journey!

GET TO KNOW YOUTH LEADERSHIP & featured YOUTH
Please view our Welcome section
- Discover Youth Leadership

GET TO KNOW YOUR TOOLS.
Please view our Welcome section
- About YL / An Illustrated Introduction to YL
- How YL Works
And as ultimate training for advanced users
- The YL Immersion : a self-guided online tour

You already know our media from our website and the Illustrated Introduction to
Youth-LeadeR.
Let us have a quick look at the major media tools for use with the methods in this
booklet, rounded off with our services - "live" meetings, projects, field partnerships
and global community with many of the featured changemakers - which makes
the stories even more exciting and "live". Some of these services are mentioned
later in the booklet.

http://www.global.youth-leader.org/about-us/discover-youth-leadership/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3KURGGy-Gw

http://www.global.youth-leader.org/our-offers/media/

USING OUR MEDIA - TO THE MAX. Always have these aims in mind:
- changing worldview to "The solutions exist, people can do it."
- inspiring a sense of action, "I would like this to happen"
- and providing the tools to do so, "I have an idea how it, and can find details"
ALL OUR MEDIA INTERCONNECT. Posters and cards have QR codes linking to
the changemakers' Online Profiles with their powerful inspirational videos. And
with "more" to discover intuitively, without a fatiguing dig into search engines and
websites. From personal interviews to latest updates on their quest to their Action
Pack, with instant action opportunities, tools and access to consultation.
IMAGINE CREATING A MULTI-FACETED LANDSCAPE OF LEARNING AND
EXPERIENCE THAT USERS CAN DISCOVER WITH TOOLS TO TAKE ALONG
... offering steps, all the way to implementation, depending on the nature of the
user. Imagine creating a multimedia forest exhibit, by placing interesting things
to explore by themselves. This is an "open" learning experience, with "open"
results, but anything that users find are "gems", therefore results can only be
"good", aligned with the nature, interest, talent and passion of the user. Together
with other users, a natural collaboration results. Here are examples:
- Our Posters: Curious users find the online profile, videos, updates, action packs
- YL Starter Sessions: Inspired by posters and videos that everone contributed,
users enter a conversation, explore action opportunities, take action, form a club
- ISLEs: Same as Starter Session. Inspired observes enter dialogue, get involved
USE THIS MIX in class, at workshops, public exhibits and events
USE THE MUSIC/AL in class, organize a public performance, combine it with an
explorable exhibit, video screens, fundraiser stands, hand out Starter Packs to
teachers, coffee table books to business people (for their office canteen). This
turns the one-way performance into an inter-active win win win Youth Action Day.
You are always welcome to ask for help, ideas, and we love to see your photos!

http://www.global.youth-leader.org/our-offers/media/online-multimedia/music/

HOW DOES IT ALL GET STARTED?
It begins with shared inspiration, preferably as a group experience,
the YL STARTER SESSION.

WHAT MEDIA SHOULD WE USE TO GET STARTED?
For the Starter Session you need only
1 Youth-LeadeR Cardgame
1 YL Children & Youth Leaders Poster Set
Our Selection of Seven Starter Videos
Our Feedback posters
Starter Session Guidelines

WHERE DO I GET THOSE MEDIA?
We usually spread FREE Starter Packs to schools
in partnership with local philanthropic investors, to reach to 100
classrooms at 10 schools. Make it happen with us, view page 88.
You can also order School Sets, with 10 YL Starter Packs.
Most of our media are available for free download
in up to 19 languages from our website.
You can also order individual cardgames.
For maximum impact, we highly encourage to kickstart youth leadership
at greater scale by spreading Starter Packs to many schools; see above.

60 to 180 minutes
Involve everyone in research and presentation of young changemakers.
The Starter Pack features 49 youth leaders with favorite causes for everybody.
Your materials are
1) Youth-LeadeR cardgame, if possible
2) YL Children & Youth Leaders Poster Set
b/w is fine, 2-page size preferable
3) 7 Starter Videos, the selection is available for download
4) Feedback posters; b/w is fine
2-page size or more preferable
+ A projector; for viewing videos, make sure to have good sound
+ Wall space; for the poster exhibit

PROPOSED PROCEDURE FOR OPTIMAL RESULTS
1. ASSIGN A HOMEWORK
Assign each student gets one card or poster to take home:
Research the changemaker, visit online profile, view story, video, action pack
Prepare a short flashlight presentation of 2 to 5 minutes using the poster
Assigning a homework and creating a time gap before the session has
important advantages over coupling the research with the session:
It involves everybody in research, viewing videos, surprise, discovery,
specific expertise. It nurtures curiosity, allows discoveries to settle, ideas
and questions to form, students to ask their friends about their hero/ines,
following personal interests, browsing more hero/ines online (the ones
doing this may be natural born changemakers); it is fine that students gain
different degrees of knowledge before the session; the expertise will come
in handy for discussion; the sheer abundance makes it impossible to get
to know them all, and guarantees surprise for the session.

2. TAKE TURNS WITH FLASHLIGHT PRESENTATIONS
Mix 5 hero/ines with viewing videos.
Give space for excitement, spontaneous reactions, questions; keep it short.
Include brief feedback:
What surprises, touches you most? Which hero/ines? What do you think
you could also implement right away, this week, or this month? Which big
quests would you wish to see happen for our city and region?
Put posters used by presenters to the wall. Step by step an Exhibit evolves. This
comes in handy at the end of the session, as stepping stone for the future.

3. SELECT FAVORITE CAUSES
Form groups on favorite causes, formulate a mission statement:
„We will take action like NAME in order to achieve GOAL by taking STEP 1, 2, 3
…, and invite all of you to get involved.“
At this time, students are practically able to start implementing model solutions!

4. DECIDE ON FOLLOW-UP
„Wow. So, who wants to see some of these things come true? You are really about
to do this? What are things that we can do right away? (The brief feedback round
above comes in handy, now: refer to their favorite hero/ines, dearest grand changes,
and instant actions (such as fundraisers, Philanthro-Parties, and also enormous
book drives – this can generate 1,000 good books worth $10,000 (what an
experience!) and „live“ feedback from receiving groups.

5. DECIDE ON COMMITMENTS
„So, this is the final phase of the Youth-LeadeR Starter Session.
What a saturating experience. Before we close the session, with a look-out for
„what's next“, let's harvest some feedback for the folks at Youth-LeadeR, and get
a view at our shared sentiments as a generation and school community.“
Use the Bulls Eye feedback graphics.
„Ok, my list shows a final message from the YL Community:“ [read out]
„So, rockstars. You are now able to implement these amazing things and
more. You can achieve just like us. Imagine us doing this as an entire
generation. What if we all implement some of these, at every school on the
planet, while have fun doing it, building awesome community, skills and
perspectives for the future?
Will you turn your passion and world-changing knowledge, vision and
newly found passion into action? It promises to generate as much fun,
energy and adventure as you have seen in the videos. Because you'll be
living the same awesome lifestyle and we'll meet along the way, online and
for real!
You can form a YL Student Club, or even live changemaking as your new
sport as YL Warriors. Are you joining?
If you can still take in information, we have one more video showing the
abundance of what life at YL offers, along with awesome Change Generation
Music. We hope to see you among us. Join the Tribe!“
If the group can still take in information, show the YL Intro video, with our offers,
visual impressions of our global community and 3 fantastic songs: Young and
Positive, Be The Change, Uplift: Power to the People.
„As a teacher, I love it, will do my part to include it in units, share with
colleagues, and will support a Youth-LeadeR Student Club. Who would like
this to be part of life at school?“

This moment lays a foundation.
Involve everyone whose hand goes up in the next phase, the „Commitment Phase“
- managing the Hero/ines of the Month Exhibit
- taking instant action(s)
- presenting to other classes
- organizing a public exhibit reaching the entire school community
These activities are easy but have huge impact!
This moment can give birth to shy, hesitant declaration of interest, or
enthusiastic foundation of a YL Student Club. Both is okay. Try making sure
the „Commitment Phase“ steps above. What matters is the vision that it
becomes part of life at school. A teachers or student can sustain this fire
(see next phase), while others let it sink in, and get involved in activities
offered by others.

THE RESULTS
Your group has gained a remarkable knowledge and view of the world beyond
their peers, parents, teachers and „experts“ to „youth we can, the solutions exist,
we can make them happen“, unique inspiration, a shared sense of enthusiasm,
appreciation and commitment for youth leadership among most or all students –
also for inspired youth taking action as a Student Club.

These results are huge for a single session. Bravo!
It is of paramount important not to let the spirit and revelation die off.
We experience this too often at school.
Turn your truth into action.
Live with integrity.
The step is small.

This is the moment to take action. You have countless options, many of them
quick, with tangible impact, a feeling of success and satisfaction.
The Starter Pack offers 49 Youth Leaders with a wide range of topics, causes and
regions, short- and long-term activities, ranging from
- research
- fundraisers
- campaigns
- lifestyle challenges
- projects
- field partnerships
Each changemaker has an online profile with latest updates, links and an Action
Pack. Action Packs list a variety of activities from small to big, Levels 1-4. The full
list of 196 proposed actions is included later in this booklet.

EXAMPLES
Here are quick actions with tangible impact and vivid experiences:
A book drive for Julia and Emma's aboriginal children and school partners,
which easily generates 1,000 good books per school, worth $10,000,
changing countless lives, with beautiful visual feedback from receiving
partners.
Cassandra's Turn-Grease-Into-Fuel, recycling used restaurant cooking oils
to biofuels, donating profits to social causes (several $10,000 per year)
Establish collaboration with children and girls projects in India, Nepal, or
Pakistan, with skype meetings, seeing impacts unfold within a few months
and opportunity for more support, own ideas, projects, and even volunteer
visits.

YOU CAN EASILY SUSTAIN A YEAR-ROUND STREAM OF SUCH ACTIVITIES
using our media, methods and services listed in the next chapters. A few may be
initiated by teachers, but our absolute champs of managing this are students organized as student clubs or after school clubs. Not only does this liberate
teachers from any stress on time, finance or training, it lays power into the hands
of those with Super Powers of Young People at School, and nurtures a new
collaborative learning culture.

THE KEY is to make youth leadership omni-present in our classrooms.
THE STARTER SESSION has provided you with
- all the materials
- shared experience
- commitments
- skills
needed as a teacher, student leaders, and a group TO SUSTAIN IT.

KEEP UP THE POSTER EXHIBIT, and update it monthly, tuned to current United
Nations Days - we offer media and causes for an average of 3 UN Days per month.
More on this later in the booklet. Just like in the Starter Session, year-round
presence of role models, uplifting visuals, resonance with our shared deep and
higher truth, and action opportunities naturally appeals to students' empathy,
appreciation, passion and intrinsic motivation to get involved.
THIS IS YOUR CLASSROOM just after the Starter Session >>

The Starter Session is the moment to lay a foundation to keep the passion alive.
Honestly, nothing is more toxic to our Inner Hero/ines, trust in teachers, ourselves
and the world than a bit of inspiration, and then – nothing. The precious momentum
of the Starter Session has to be kept up, pledged and confirmed to last, to take
responsibiluty and live our inner convictions with integrity. At last, solutions, support
and community of hero/ines is present – in class, among our peers and beyond.
This is Harry Potter and the D.A. for real.
FOLLOW UP BY FOUNDING A CLUB. Build the foundation for a grand upgrade
to learning culture and social change. Empower a team of students to live their
passion and sound priorities for the benefit of all. Over short time, they grow into
a team of assistant teachers. Using their ideas and initiative, equipped with our
tools, media, activities and „live“ services, they can present to, inspire, involve
and unite dozens of peers across classes and grades to live what matters most
to them with fun, build community, evolve skills, change lives, and make headlines
– just like their „famous“ peers. Who wants to miss this opportunity? Now, just
after a Starter Session, is the perfect moment.
TAKE KEY STEPS, right away. Organize a well visible public space - as dynamic
exhibit, student club headquarter, and Informal Sustainability Learning Environment,
ISLE, serving the entire school community, with all ingredients of professional
changemaker co-working spaces (hubs): monthly alternating exhibit, fundraiser
table, year-round flow of campaigns, lifestyle challenges, social experiments,
projects, events, Philanthro-Parties, camps...
THIS SPACE unites all changemaker students (human rights, environment, animal
rights, climate, development etc) as ONE FAMILY. This makes a huge difference.
Everyone may have favorite causes, but everybody shares the same bottom-line.
Naturally, people will take the lead on their favorite causes and activities, but
everyone else will be ready to contribute in their own small or big way, enjoy seeing
impact, and join the celebrations. Over time, everybody will evolve interest,
contribute ideas, take lead roles for more causes, and also develop collaborative
projects across disciplines – precisely what positive change, and societies need
in our grand challenging time of transition.

IT TAKES A MINUTE to start a student club. There's millions of student clubs,
organizing their favorite activities. With YL, their scope and scale are much
amplified! these are specially
equipped, making it easier for youth where
student clubs are yet a new concept, as well as for those already active. They are
able to organize new activities every month. On many topics! As members get
more familiar with our changemakers, solutions and actions via Social Media,
Monthly UN Days, Action Packs, Webcasts etc., they become ever more
effective. But there is no reason why not to experience great fun, adventure,
learning and satisfaction already in the first month.
TEACHERS play an important role, and it only takes them minutes. The experience
of the Starter Session, the potential in Youth-LeadeR, the enthusiasm and students'
commitment is reason for teachers o support the Student Clubs' essentials:
a) coming into existence,
b) wall space in class,
c) wall space in public,
d) collaborating with teachers for presentations across subjects; YL Curriculum
e) support on demand (printing posters, skype meetings, webcasts...,
f) permission to speak at other schools, events etc,
g) other beautiful things,
h) and we encourage teachers to also join our newsletter and community.
Altogether, an active YL Student Club is a blessing for teachers' work and ideals.

CHALLENGES FACED BY

YL SOLUTIONS FOR

TEACHERS

TEACHERS

Lack of media variety
Lack of multi-lingual materials
Lack of topic variety
Limited finance and time
Lack of solutions
Lack of role models
Lack of relevant action opportunity
Lack of empowerment for self-organized
follow-up by inspired students
Lack of outside partners
Lack of dialogue and feedback
Lack of flexibility for tailored projects
Lack of "live" interaction with heroes
Lack of interesting field partners
Lack of girl and colored hero/ines
Lack of constant flow of opportunity

Abundance of media
in up to 19 languages
on the full spectrum of positive change
with minimal need for finance or time
Focus on solutions, huge solutions
Humanity's finest role models today
Rich choices of activities on many levels
One session can spark self-organization by
inspired students as YL club
Strong, multifaceted global network
Personal interaction, community, collab
High flexibility and competence
Dozens of YL Speakers on-site / online
Extraordinary field partners
Global hero/ines, and way more girls !!!
Monthly UN Days action and more

STUDENT CLUBS

STUDENT CLUBS

Lack of visibility in class
Lack of visibility in public school space
Narrow focus of topics and causes
Limited exciting activities
Lack of relevance for subjects
Lack of acknowledgement by teachers
Lack of acknowledgement by peers
Low participation by peers
Limited impact
Limited media presence
Limited reach to other schools
Limited support by adults
Lack of supportive community
Lack of access to hero changemakers
Lack of support and inspiration

High visibility; exhibit, game, presentations
High visibility; exhibits, actions, ISLE, ...
Favorite causes for everyone, superb media
Wide range of alternating, exciting activities
High relevance and quality for all subjects
The "new, highly gifted", assistant teachers
Shared enthusiasm through Starter Session
Higher short- and long-term participation
Methods and model solutions for high impact
High media presence
Demand as speakers, offers like exhibits
High support in response to great action
Daily global community of action
Personal interaction with hero/ines always
Year-round flow of inspiration

CHANGEMAKERS

CHANGEMAKERS

Lack of reach
Lack of replication
Lack of community of action
Lack of access into schools
Lack of media fit for education
Lack of neutral support in general
Lack of finance
Lack of hero community
Lack of steady collaborative action

Global reach in 19 languages
Focus on replication by young people
Focus on huge YL club community
Strong promotion of their stories to schools
Their media and services fit for school use
Long-term, unconditional scaling
Fundraisers for them, new partner options
Global community of kind superhero/ines
Year-round, aligned with UN Days

You have taken action. You have confirmed your shared priority and passion and
will to be the change by founding a club. Now make it visible in daily life. Tangibly.
Uphold the vibes, the door to our global generation, the heroic acts unfolding
nonstop around the globe, the vision, the hope, the spirit (in a sea of apathy
surrounding us in media, our homes...yup) – now set the framework, stage and
energy field we love to live: with media, a Poster Exhibit.
Have you experienced the inspiration of a Speaker, then dying away 2 minutes
later, when life returns to conventional subjects, normal methods, everyone dumbed
down and passive? This Exhibit is the solution to uphold the inspiration forever,
and make youth leadership, change-making and sustainability solutions omnipresent in class and learning culture. Build on your Starter Session's achievements:
KEEP THE POSTER EXHIBIT UP on 2 square meters/yards of wall space.
A COUPLE OF STUDENTS NEED ONLY MINUTES to manage an alternating
exhibit aligned with UN Days using selected posters from our Children & Youth
Set, adding a sheet with proposed actions. New posters are released through the
year, we also have special topic collections like Girls & Women, Peacemakers
etc. Club and community members get informed on updates on our social media.
This way, you make youth leadership, world-changing solutions and instant action
opportunities omni-present in class, enabling youth and teachers to grow up with
it for years at school in a nonformal, non-intrusive way - practically subconsciously.
The posters' presence allows us to connect with the most and important and the
best in the world "out there", reminds us of our purpose, our tools, our opportunities
for including these important dimensions in our teaching practice and our lives.
They would definitely get lost in the maelstrom of conventional media, teaching
and troubles. Use it! it shapes the worldview that is the very foundation of sensing
our ethical values, our priorities and living them in learning and lifestyle.
THE POSTERS STRENGTHEN the bond between changemaker student clubs
and their peers, also! This is of tremendous value, to change perception of caring
student clubs from niche to normal, of making their services available, and enabling
all students to constantly enter intoa casual quick or deep conversation and getting
involved. This is not the case when student clubs are limited to seeing kids whizz
by on the way to lunch in the corridor, or hidden away in room 3.27 on a wednesday
afternoon.

3 IMPORTANT FORMS OF EXHIBITS - Use all of them to the max!
THE EXHIBIT IN CLASS
reaches all students daily, shapes worldview of teachers and students, facilitates
use in units, casual conversation and participation.
THE PUBLIC EXHIBIT SPACE AT SCHOOL
is an adaptation of "Impact Hubs", co-working spaces of people with good ideas
for the world, social entrepreneurs. Set up at a well visible, highly frequented
public space, it serves as YL Student Cliub headquarter and stage, other student
clubs, and school project presentations. Equipped with tables for fundraisers,
campaigns and projects, it unites students across classes and grades for dialogue,
community building, planning and action. From an educational point of view, it is
an Informal Sustainability Learning Environment, ISLE, of outstanding value to
active students and the entire school community. It is essential to building changemaker community and facilitate communication and collaboration across grades.
Add a computer, internet, projector, poster board to make it a Digital ISLE.
Media: YL Topic Poster Sets, Ambience Poster Set, Action Packs, DVDs, internet.
EXHIBITS IN PUBLIC SPACE
Why limit your presence to school? You have posters, videos and awesome staff
for inspiring and involving the citizenry at farmer's markets, town halls, green
conferences, events... and also in company offices, cafes and waiting rooms.
Combine them with fundraisers, outreach, campaigns, recruitment and action.
Either form enables the audience to explore the Exhibit at their own pace, follow
QR links, view videos on handheld devices, dream and have a conversation.

JOIN OUR SOCIAL MEDIA
- Register as a YL Student Club
- Join and interact with our social media and newsletter

BUILD THE CLUB COMMUNITY
- Present to younger peers – you have all it takes from the Starter Session:
media, passion and experience, confidence that people love it!
- Organize a public YL Exhibit at school using our wide range of posters
We suggest beginning with the Children & Youth Leaders, continuing with
Hero/ines of the Month, and topic exhibits of your choice
- Add tables for fundraisers, campaigns, lifestyle challenges, what else rocks
- Include changemaking and fun activities happening in the city and region
As you discover your talents, you may assign team roles for sharing tasks.

TAKE ACTION
- Browse our List of Actions Level 1-4, select your favorite causes and activities
- Browse our Hero/ines Gallery at www.cgrising.com, select Action Packs

DOCUMENTATION
Always document your actions, from prepation session through implementation
to celebration; cell phones are fine, include the water fights; this is what creates
vibrant social media streams, fun, contributes to the YL community, and feeds
journalists with visual materials. Learn positive change media culture from wildly
successful Youth-LeadeRs.
Documentation is one of those possible team positions. Some people are born
for this, and can lay a stepping stone for their future career. Seriously.
Harvest feedback from youth, teachers, parents, media and stakeholders. Combine
documentation and feedback for presentations to principals, sponsors and partners.
Share all these things with us, too. It helps us get to know you, support you,
encourage others with your example, and promoteYouth-LeadeR inter/nationally.

THE LIST OF ACTIONS Level 1-4
is for Teachers, YL Student Clubs and YL Warrior Clans.
It serves orientation and selection of actions for units, UN Days,
club missions etc.
Browse it to pick changemakers, topics and action tips for units,
activities and Monthly Missions.
The list is alphabetical. Colors represent the categories used in the
YL Card Game and Poster Set. It is the Youth-LeadeR's main category,
even though their work connects with several topics and UN Days.

For complete guidelines, links, resources and Action Packs visit the
Hero/ines Online Profiles at www.cgrising.com.
TEACHERS & STUDENTS
Changemakers, causes, media and activities fit all subjects and grades,
can be combined like modules, short- and long-term. Use the list to
gain an overview of names, their regions, topics and proposed activities.
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Not all changemakers are easy to use with age 6 to 11. Recommended
changemakers are marked with an E.
YL STUDENT CLUBS / WARRIORS & CLANS
Know current UN Days, browse pertaining Hero/ines in the List to find
your favorite activities, then visit online profiles for details, latest updates
and resources. Warriors & Clans: Observe levels to edit your Warrior
Chronicles.
BOOKING YL SPEAKERS
Check their home region. There is a chance to meet in person at
school, youth action days, YL Jams, camps, events etc.

E

Abbie Barnes
Great Britain
Eco-films for awareness

Level 1 . View videos, discuss potential eco-film topics in your state
Media, Environment, Earth
Day, Ocean, Rivers, Climate, Level 2 . Meet online, create eco-films, share with us
Level 3 . Organize a Youth Action Film Fest Philanthro-Party, include
Sustainability

Adora Svitak
USA
Re-defining ourselves, as
individuals, as a generation

Learning, Youth, Human
Rights, Child Rights, Girls,
Teacher

Level 1 . View her TED Talk, reflect what child means 2 u.View more.
Level 2 . Create a collage on how society and media define and shape
young people, reflect what you appreciate, what you detest
Level 3 . Define favorite self & future, pledge to support each other
Level 4 . Lifestyle Challenge! "Live Your Truest Self" (can be crazy)

Alex and Lucy
E-USA
Do It Duo for Pets
in shelters and beyond

Community, Animal Rights

Level 1 . View story. Philanthro-Party! for a local pet shelter
Level 2 . Can you contribute to enrich animal life at pet shelters? For
outside areas, regular visit s to play with animals? Find out, do it
Level 3 . Find a family or more for shelter pets
Level 4 . Support a shelter or wild animal sanctuary abroad

YL Speakers, webcasts, Field Partners, donate to film related projects
Level 4 . Organize multi-continental Youth Action Film Fest

Level 1 . View story and extra media, research impact of industrial
GMO ag on environment, reflect on GS pledge, petition Girl Scouts.
Level 2 . Check school (meals) for healthy food abundance. Show us.
Level 3 . Demand improved yummy food for school meals, and create
food abundance solutions; Green Bronx Machine, Incredible Edible...

E

Joker, Food, Learning, Habitat
Alicia Serratos
SE-USA
GMO-free Girl Scout cookies,
school gardens, healthy meals

E

Avalon Theisen
SE-USA
Frogs & amphibians, wetland
and habitat protection

E

Learning, Teacher, Child
Babar Ali,
Rights
India
Free teen/people-powered
schools for children in poverty

Level 1 . View story, video, reflect what it means to get school education
Level 2 . Philanthro-Party! Fundraise, book drive for Babar's schools
Level 3 . Scale to businesses, public, promote Babar to educ. publishers
Level 4 . Epic project: "low tech for sustainability" with Babar's school
OR awesome teaching camp(s) for underpriviledged kids near you

E

Energy, Earth Day, Food,
Cassandra Lin
Environment, Habitat, Climate
NE-USA
Turn restaurant cooking oils to
biofuel, donate to causes

Level 1 . View story, video, interview, research the issue in your region
Level 2 . Meet online, implement TGIF in your city, donate to YL Hero
Level 3 . Present at other schools, scale the program, in other cities
Level 4 . Promote to peers in another country, study our Energy Special
issue, and advanced solutions like biothermal carbonization

E

Environment, Biodiversity,
Carter and Olivia Ries
Earth Day, Plastics
SE-USA
Ensure survival of Africa's Big
5 for One More Generation

Level 1 . View story, video, join online campaigns, incl. social network
Level 2 . Go big: school, public, media + an action like Rhino Footprint
Level 3 . Lifestyle Challenge! "Life Without Plastic"
Level 4 . Single out a campaign, aim to evoke real policy change OR
a huge Philanthro-Party campaign for a Sanctuary / Park / Rangers

E

Food, Animal Rights, Peace,
Chloe Falkenheim
Environment, Well-being,
NE-USA
VegYouth Clubs. Empowering Health, Climate
youth for their favorite lifestyle

Level 1 . View story, films, interviews with major activists, dare test
shifting your views. Lifestyle Challenge! "2 Vegan Weeks", table treats
Level 2 . Start a VegYouth Club, Philanthro-Party! Meet Chloe online!
Level 3 . Present at schools. Be fun! incl. yummy treats, films, facts
Level 4 . Campaign: aim to change/shut down an abominable company

Environment, Energy, Earth
Chloe Maxmin
Day, Climate, Sustainability,
NE-USA
Divest from fossil fuels, shift to Economy, Law, Youth
peaceful energy economy

Level 1 . View stories, YL climate change graphics, future scenario,
have a conversation about your priorities, make a collective decision
Level 2 . Divest and detach your school from unsustainable energies,
incl. a public action showing dirty energy's ecocide/genocide impacts
Level 3 . Learn about climate change resilience, support solution(s)
Level 4 . Study SQP-ICC, file a case against a dirty company CEO

E

Media, Food, Health, World
Coralganics
Radio Day
SW-USA
Educational videos on yukky
unhealthy ingredients in our food

Level 1 . View her videos, reflect, research labels at home, in stores
Level 2 . Create a video on another yukky popular food, share online
Level 3 . Lifestyle Challenge! "Life Without Supermarkets", buy and
cook only real food on farmer's markets. A super exciting adventure!
Level 4 . Philanthro-Party! Organize a most awesome, yummy, natural
food party in a natural environment; as a gift to very special guests

E

Craig Kielburger
E-Canada
Free The Children, Adopt-aVillage partnerships, We Day

Environment, Wetlands,
Biodiversity, Animal Rights,
Forests

Cooperation, Child Rights,
Human Rights, Youth, Habitat,
Basic Needs, Education,
Literacy, Peace, Teachers

Level 1 . View media, record human frog chorus, explore expert sites
Level 2 . Create mini-habitat, organize exhibit, campaign to End
Vivisection, replace it with digital alternative at your and other schools
Level 3 . Lifestyle Challenge! "Mystery Day Out" to swamp / wetland
Level 4 . Organize Frogs Day at kindergarten / primary school / camp

Level 1 . View his videos, organize a fundraiser for an FTC project,
or for a YL Field Partner working with children
Level 2 . Share viewing past We Day speaker videos in your group,
select favorites and decide on actions in support of their causes
Level 3 . Organize a mini-We Day, with public exhibit and fundraiser
Level 4 . Organize the most awesome Youth Action Day or Week

E

Daniella Cohen
NE-USA
Penpals, arts & poetry exchange,
support for schools abroad

Cooperation, Child Rights,
Human Rights, Youth, Habitat,
Basic Needs, Education,
Literacy, Peace

E

Earth Guardians
USA, AUS
Change Generation Music,
full-on sacred Earth activism

Group, Earth Day, Environment, Youth, Habitat, Water,
Forests, Climate Change,
Law, Child Rights, Human
Rights
Group, Earth Day,
Environment, Youth, Habitat,
Water, Forests, Climate
Change, Law, Child Rights,
Human Rights
Mobilizer, Habitat, Human
Rights

E

E

Ecoclubes
Argentina
100% youth-led organization,
full scope of positive activism
Erica Fernandez
W-USA
Stopping construction of a
dangerous industrial facility

Level 1 . View story, video. Philanthro-Party! Crafts and funds for
Daniella's, other Youth-LeadeRs or your own partner schools
Level 2 . Organize online "live" meetings with partner schools
Level 3 . Present, mobilize a school or kind company to get involved
Level 4 . Organize a visit during holidays! Prepare, document, report,
present on your experience in media, at schools to grow support
Level 1 . View music videos, also Xiuhtezcatl's biography, reflect.
Level 2 . Lifestyle Challenge: "50 Ways of Sustainable Lifestyle"
Level 3 . Learn, perform, record, upload Earth Guardian songs. Can
you even compose your own art, poetry, songs and music? Share!
Level 4 . Do an EG action, such as tree plantings, campaign to ban
pesticides, fracking etc. Will you join them, found a Local Chapter?
Level 1 . View story, reflect on level of youth participation in organizations
in your region. Take fully self-organized action(s) that many like to join!
Level 2 . Organize a vivid public positive action, aim: media coverage
Level 3 . Make rocking presentation at schools, aim: new clubs!
Level 4 . Do an EC action, anything goes. Will you join them, found
a Local Chapter? It is a perfect format for YL Warrior Clans!
Level 1 . View story, video, research the issue inter/nationally, have
a conversation on what kind of industry you agree, oppose
Level 2 . Study global law, cases of Ecocide, SQP-ICC genocide, make
agreements on law for your world, organize an exhibit, presentation
Level 3 . Raise your voice, file a case vs ecocidal/genocidal companies
Level 4 . Push for adopting global principles in local and national law

Community, Food, Habitat,
Human Rights, Peace

E

Gabrielle Posard
SW-USA
Donate Don't Dump still good
foods to food banks

Level 1 . View story, video, interview, research the issue in your region
Level 2 . Visit food banks, meet online, implement DDD in your city
Level 3 . Establish a food saving program at your school, Present at
other schools, scale, organize a Soupstock Philanthro-Party
Level 4 . Change policies, making DDD food recycling compulsory

Media, Peace, Child Rights,
Post-conflict Regions

E

Golden Kids Radio
Liberia
Radio program on children in
war, produced by teens

Level 1 . View story, research meaningful youth and citizen produced
radios inter/nationally. Produce favorite Youth-LeadeR stories for use
at elementary school in audio and video using article images
Level 2 . Distribute at elementary schools, make public installations
Level 3 . Draft a radio program of awesome making a real difference
Level 4 . Produce a radio series, with a local or inter/national team

E

Learning, Literacy, Teacher,
Hassan Saeed
Girls, Children's Rights
Pakistan
100-day literacy classes for village girls in their homes' safety

Level 1 . View story, reflect on value of education in different societies
Level 2 . Philanthro-Party! Unlock a 100-day course with $500!
Level 3 . Establish a Field Partnership seeing the 100-day course
unfold, meet "live" via skype with Hassan and group, make headlines!
Level 4 . Expand the Field Partnership, with additional activities,
dialogue, collaboration, and mobilizing more support in your city

Community, Habitat, Wellbeing, Child Rights

E

Jen Rubino
USA
Greeting cards for
hospitalized children

Level 1 . View Jen's story, read cases of hospitalized children, create
a collage on feelings of being in and out of hospital, longer-term
Level 2 . Philanthro-Party! Create beautiful cards together, using
awesome materials, beauty and messages, observing Jen's tips
Level 3 . Report on your experience, get media presence, grow support
Level 4 . Reach out to celebrities to contribute to a next wave of cards

Jessie-Ruth Corkins
NE-USA
Wood pellet heating for clean
energy, and saving costs

Energy, Earth Day, Climate
Change, Habitat

Level 1 . View story, research pellet heating potentials in your region
Level 2 . If meaningful, promote pellet heating for your school
Level 3 . View YL Climate graphics, study renewable energy solutions,
countries and villages 70-100% powered by a mix of renewables
Level 4 . Present at schools, public and city council on steps and
strategies for shifting to 100% renewables for economic benefit

Energy, Maker Faire MoveJonny Cohen
ment, Low tech sustainability
NE-USA
Greenshields for making school solutions, Earth Day, Habitat
buses more aerodynamic

E

Learning, Literacy, Teacher,
Julia and Emma Mogus
Indigenous People, Youth,
E-Canada
Enormous book drives for abo- Child Rights, Peace
riginal children and schools

Kehkashan Basu
UAE
Advocacy and action for a healthe future all children and youth

Joker, Environment, Earth
Day, Climate Change, UN
Day, Youth, Child Rights,
Girls, Water, Biodiversity,
Peace

Level 1 . View story, research the issue in your state and country.
Study the Maker Movement, view videos, find favorite products
Level 2 . Yay! Get active, and create Maker products!
Level 3 . Experiment with low-tech solutions for development
Level 4 . Realize low-tech solutions for or with our Field Partners
Lonjezo, Babar etc. in Africa, India etc., celebrate implementation
Level 1 . View story, interview, how their journey has unfolded, by
involving schools and media, research the issue in your country
Level 2 . Organize a huge book drive, Philanthro-Party for shipping
Level 3 . Meet "live", celebrate, are there even more ways to help?
Level 4 . Replicate the program for aboriginal partners or others in
your own province, state or country; get media presence, grow support
Level 1 . View story, learn about the groups that Kehkashan represents,
study YL Climate graphics, research climate challenges in your region
Level 2 . Take a tree planting action, get media presence
Level 3 . Study our resource on "what makes a climate change resilient
region?" and draft a map for your region, promote it, take first steps
Level 4 . Set in motion a major resilience project in one or more fields

E

Lonjezo Mtambo
Malawi
Science, low tech and Maker
solutions for sustainability

Joker, Maker Faire
Movement, Energy,
Environment, Water, Habitat,
Earth Day

Level 1 . View story, youth-powered electric windmills for remote villages, recycling and low-tech solutions for basic needs and sustainability
Level 2 . Philantho-Party! Fundraise for low tech solutions in Malawi
Level 3 . Create a windmill from trash, or another solution or cool tool
Level 4 . Set up a development partnership with Lonjezo & Joseph for
a village in Malawi, meet "live" online, see success unfold, partaay!

Mobilizer, Youth, Child Rights,
Human Rights, Water

E

Lulu Cerone
SW-USA
Making Philanthro-Parties for
social causes part of lifestyle

Level 1 . View videos, Philanthro-Party guidelines and examples.
Imagine the impact using each b'day in class for a PP + bakesale
Level 2 . Organize a fun Philanthro-Party! for a favorite Youth-LeadeR
Level 3 . Organize a huge public Philanthro-Party, like a Water March,
Youth Action Day with a dozen stands on a square, farmers market...
Level 4 . Inspire a company to mobilize employees or organize a gala

E

Madi and Rhiannon
USA
Make palm oil sustainable, in
GS cookies and global industry

Food, Forests, Earth Day,
Biodiversity, Environment,
Peace, Human Rights,
Indigenous People

Mayerly Clavijo
Colombia
Creating peace zones in
civil, drug and gang wars

Peace, Child Rights, Youth

Level 1 . View story, video, interview, research the issue, Take a "palm
oil-free week" lifestyle challenge; table palm oil free bakery at school
Level 2 . Philanthro-Party! Support Youth-LeadeR Kinari Webb's
projects for Orang Utan sanctuaries, meet "live" online, celebrate
Level 3 . Replicate the campaign in your country; target a major brand
Level 4 . Demand that companies make up for past eco-/genocides
Level 1 . View story, what touches you most, what is new to you?
Where create Peace Clubs? In Parliament? How do you wish your
country to be in 20 years? What is your role in Generation Generosity?
Level 2 . Lifestyle Challenge: "A Month of Sharing & Peacemaking"
Level 3 . Social Experiment: "Say Something Nice" public installation
Level 4 . Make a Public Referendum: "We want our country 2 b like..."

Miranda Andersen
W-Canada
Youth-made films on
environmental issues

Level 1 . View films, discuss their quality compared to usual films
Media, Environment, Earth
Level 2 . Dream up film scenes (storyboards) illustrating Nature Deficit
Day, Oceans, Forests, Youth

Molly Burke
E-Canada
End bullying at our schools

Peace, Child Rights, Human
Rights, Habitat, Girls

Disorder; they can be fun, factual, horrible, fantastic... in your style
Level 3 . Create film clips, you can use real actors, or animation,
claymotion, photo essays or other, upload, share with global YL public
Level 4 . Promote to regional, public transport media, national kid tv
Level 1 . View We Day speech, youth reactions, have an honest, deep
conversation on bullying, view Nick Vujicic videos, decide on pledge
Level 2 . Heal the bullies, what's wrong with the bully? Create exhibit
Level 3 . Purge mind and school from slut shaming; with Emily Lindin
Level 4 . End street harassment, heal wrong mindsets, make our
streets and public spaces safe and welcoming again; with Holly Kearl
Level 1 . View photo gallery, article, interview, create collage or exhibit
of photos or drawings on the scope of activities, discuss the feasibility
Level 2 . Philanthro-Party! for an eye camp partner, give sight to many
Level 3 . Brainstorm on potential social business sources of income
Level 4 . Establish a business / project partnership with someone you
really love supporting - Babar, Indira, Neha, Lonjezo, or other
Level 1 . View story, videos, galleries, create a mindmap on challenges
to orphans, growing up without parents, especially in an economically
poor country. What gifts, opportunities would you like to open to them?
Level 2 . Philanthro-Party! Make Neha's orphans your favorite gift
Level 3 . Provide advanced learning / training support
Level 4 . Visit Neha's group, report to schools and media, grow support
Level 1 . View media, create kaleidoscopic exhibit on elephant families,
transparent poaching cruelty, organized crime, illegal ivory shops
Level 2 . Campaign for HK ban, your national ban, ellie country laws
Level 3 . Big Philanthro-Party Campaign! for rangers and campaigners
Level 4 . Campaign for much stronger persecution of global organized
crime, wildlife poaching, file case at ICC for crime against peace
Level 1 . View story, research the issue in your region and country
Level 2 . Which environmental / wildlife causes touch your heart, which
are you determined to see improved? Draft an art based campaign to
raise awareness, raise funds, exhibit at schools, promote via media
Level 3 . Make it real, use everyone's talents, incl YL media, activities
Level 4 . Go big. Build alliances, expand reach, combine with UN Days

E

Cooperation, Child Rights,
Namaste Nepal
Habitat
Germany
Student-powered social business, development partnership

E

Cooperation, Child Rights,
Neha Gupta
Literacy,
Youth, Peace,
NE-USA
Habitat
Empower orphans with homes,
community, education, training

E

Environment, Biodiversity,
Nellie Shute
Peace, Earth Day, Animal
Hong Kong, China
A total global ban on ivory trade Rights
to protect elephants and people
Ocean, Environment,
Biodiversity, Wetlands

E

Olivia Bouler
SE-USA
Artwork for fundraising for
wildlife conservation

Joker, Environment, Earth
Day, Child Rights, Youth

E

Pacha
USA
Musical for Nature, #weareall
connected dance flashmobs

Level 1 . View video, listen to musical, draw characters and causes
Level 2 . Fundraise, musical CDs to all kindergartens, libraries, schools
Level 3 . Use in music class, sing selected songs, organize a
#weareallconnected Dance Flashmob; add a fundraiser or campaign?
Level 4 . Perform part/whole Pacha's Pajamas Musical, as walk acts,
improvized street theatre, or standard theatre musical, in many places!

Rachel Barge
W-USA
Create green fund on campus
through minimal raise of fees

Mobilizer, Energy,
Environment, Habitat, Climate
Change

Level 1 . View video, create a mindmap on how your school can
properly lead the way into a sustainable, healthy, functional society
Level 2 . Design a campaign, include, art, fun, ways of involvement,
vibrant positive media impages, start implementing first steps
Level 3 . Scale the campaign, build on achievements and allies
Level 4 . Create a tool-kit, and promote to other schools and cities

E

E

E

E

E

Food, Environment, Habitat,
Rachel Parent
Child
Rights, Biodiversity
E-Canada
Kids Right To Know, food transparency, label and test GMOs

Level 1 . View videos, her unfolding story, read on myths and truths
of industrial agriculture, GMOs in particular, incl. United Nations reports,
correlated rise of bad diseases, form your opinion, join campaign
Level 2 . View healthy food abundance solutions; form your opinion
Level 3 . Organize exhibit & presentation on food abundance solutions
Level 4 . Implement a solution, at home, or support one abroad

Food, Water, Human Rights,
Robyn Hamlyn
Earth Day, Habitat
E-Canada
Blue Communities: ban bottled
water, water public, human right

Level 1 . View story, video, interview, film, research the issue locally,
study water as a source of peace, "Two Weeks Without Bottled Beverages"
Level 2 . Make your school a Blue School
Level 3 . Meet online, make your city a Blue Community
Level 4 . Spread the message to other cities

Peace, Health, Habitat, Child
Sebastian Robertson
Rights
Australia
Prevent teen suicides by talking
about worries and mental illness

Level 1 . View story, research issue and numbers in your country and
region, have a conversation on the issue in young people's lives
Level 2 . Have a conversation in your community and lives, enable
talking with experts, nurture a sense of community among all us youth
Level 3 . Cultivate a culture of kindness and generosity at school
Level 4 . Report to media on your experience, present, scale program

Skateistan
Afghanistan
Skateboarding for peace,
education and sustainability

Peace, Child Rights, Habitat, Level 1 . View videos, article, unfolding story on blog and social media,
reflect on your worldview change, share story with friends and family
Sport for Development

Ocean, Biodiversity, EnvironTaylor Finderup
ment, Peace, Climate Change
New Zealand
Campaigning & swimming with
sharks for ocean conservation
Group, Habitat, Volunteering
Volunteen Nation
USA
Platform connecting youth with
cool volunteering opportunities

William Kamkwamba
Malawi
Windmills for rural village
electricity, built from trash

Energy, Water, Climate
Change, Maker Faire
Movement

Wyatt Workman
SW-USA
End plastic ocean pollution

Ocean, Plastics, Biodiversity,
Environment, Ocean

Xiuhtezcatl Martinez
SW-USA
Sacred üractive and activism,
Earth Guardians Hip Hop

Mobilizer, Environment, Earth
Day, Youth, Climate Change,
Indigenous People, Human
Rights, Child Rights, UN Day

Level 1 . View videos, what feelings arise in you? Open conversation
Level 2 . Lifestyle Challenge: "One Moon of Sacred Practice"
Level 3 . Create individual intuitive collages showing sacred spirit of
creation, resarch ancient traditions, find your spirit expressed in theirs
Level 4 . Pledge to the universe that you will live life as an Earth
Guardian for our and future generations. Take Action. Never stop.

Group, Youth, Indigenous
YES!
People, Peace, Environment,
W-USA
UN Day
Nurturing Youth Leadership
through gatherings, YES! Jams

Level 1 . View videos, share what touches, amazes you; what is
different? Highlight, research scale of Jammers' causes, achievements
Level 2 . Social Experiment: "Jam Facilitation Manual", 2 hours of
spontaneous random exercises (select by chance), reflect on experience
Level 3 . Organize YL exhibit, involve audience, spontaneous exercises
Level 4 . Do a hero (summer) camp: outdoor, exercises, plan projects

Ocean, Biodiversity,
Zander Srodes
Environment, Food
W-USA
Protect sea turtles, safe turtle
beaches and fishing techniques

Level 1 . View story, Turtle Talk book, research amazing sea turtle
videos, research on the issue in your region and country, form opinion
Level 2 . Create a huge turtle travel world map, exhibit.
Level 3 . Campaign: No turtle products, petition govt. and companies
to ban bad, outdated fishing techniques and create more sanctuaries
Level 4 . Philanthro-Party! for a turtle marine sanctuary, beach project

E

E

E

Level 2 . Inspire company sponsors, Philanthro-Party! for Skateistan
Level 3 . Invent a skateboarding related project with / for Skateistan
Level 4 . Organize a similar project for regional youth lacking access
to materials, space and trainers; ice / skating? canoeing expedition?
Level 1 . View Taylor's and Ocean's videos for a worldview change on
sharks, horrid shark finning, join online campaigns. View Sustainable
Human's video on Trophic Cascades to understand effect on oceans
Level 2 . Beach clean-up, campaign to ban shark fin soup in your region
Level 3 . Take action: ban shark finning in your country / continent
Level 4 . Ocean actions, legal SQP-ICC cases vs eco/genocidal CEOs
Level 1 . Research, reflect on volunteering opportunities in your region,
what would be cooler? Exhibit, send suggestions to organizations
Level 2 . Organize Open Space conference with schools, youth, civil
groups, institutions, zoos... aim for optimal volunteering opportunities
Level 3 . Connect with the Volunteen Nation platform and network
Level 4 . Organize a Youth Action Day & Volunteering Faire
Level 1 . View story, video, reflect on worldview change, own creativity
Level 2 . Build a functional windmill from trash, present on public
squares, farmer's markets, add infos for clean energy, divestment...
Level 3 . Present at other schools, scale the program to other cities
Level 4 . Create low tech for development collaboration with YouthLeadeRs like Lonjezo; present at Maker Faires, Makermedia, fablabs
Level 1 . View story, more videos on the issue, impact on wildlife
Level 2 . Lifestyle Challenge: "Be an Ocean Hero: Life Without Plastic",
clean up beaches, riverbanks, ban bags, straws, styrofoam forever
Level 3 . Create artistic Ocean Hero scenes for sale. Philanthro-Party
at family events: film, clay figure building with kids, sales, donate
Level 4 . Create and tour a multimedia Ocean Hero exhibit at schools

THIS IS AN ABUNDANCE OF TOOLS
As you browse the media, you will quickly find your favorites.

TIPS FOR SUBJECTS
Use for Life Skills.
Use for ForeignLanguages. Motivation is high. the mix of materials is excellent
for audio-visual comprehension, self-organized research and reading, browsing
authentic websites, eventually using google translate, oral presentations.
For Sciences, use the themes Energy, Environment, Oceans, Food.
Use also by Regions.
For Music/al and Arts use Earth Guardians, Pacha, Comics and Media category.
Use for projects, special days, occasions, extracurricular activities and student clubs.
The categories that we use in Youth-LeadeR media (Card Game and Posters)
are marked in color. They are also the first topic listed under Topics / UN Days.
Keep in mind, that each solution connects with many topics and subjects.

ULTIMATE IMPACT
unfolds by making youth leadership omni-present in our classrooms and schools.
Key methods are organizing a YL Starter Session in class, sparking a YL Student
Club uniting students across classes and grades, that manages a Hero/ines of
the Month poster exhibit in classes, a public exhibit serving as learning environment
for the whole school community, with fundraiser table and monthly actions - all
this aligned with UNITED NATIONS Days of the month adds up to a non-formal
curriculum.

THANK YOU : JOIN THE COMMUNITY
Please join our free newsletter for updates, new hero/ines and resources. Also
share YOUR ideas, FEEDBACK and VISUAL IMPRESSIONS of your use and
actions with us, to benefit our entire user community.

Stories are great. But they always feel isolated. Also, changemaking and club
activities to-date are perceived as niche hobbies, not essentially important, caring
students are even bullied. The methods listed above change much of this BUT
we also have to make creating a sustainable world of awesome part of the core
purpose of learning, - since this is what it IS in this century. The trick is to include
it in subjects, thereby making it normal.
Teachers appreciate and use these media anyway. Student clubs and youth
leaders exist, but to-date, they do not actively collaborate. This can now be
changed. Our media and methods listed above have already changed
a) the awareness of an abundance of high value media,
b) students' the self-awareness as competent changemakers and contributors to
learning, units and subjects,
c) created a solid team, able, motivated, available, accessible and equipped.
Now, we only have to find a way of making these wheels interlink with teachers
and their planning of the school year – from a teacher's point if view.
We have found a way, and it couldn't be more easy and fun. The non-formal YL
Curriculum is usable as icing on cakes. You can use it as add-on to conventional
units, at any time, you can add, tweak, combine elements like modules as you
see fit, and depending on how lessons unfold, and where interest leads.
YOU HAVE authentic media, success stories, role models and sustainability
solutions, enriching units with inspiration, relevance, solutions, and they are
memorable. They offer optional follow-up activities, self-organized and offered by
student clubs.
THE TEAM is qualified to make contributions with media and presentations.
Our curriculum graphic shows how Club members make monthly contributions in
and beyond class, and how 2 presentations per month make it omni-present in
subject teaching. This can be realized in friendly collaboration with subject teachers:
Classes usually have around 10 subjects. When every teacher includes 2 presentations per year, it makes 20 presentations. In 40 school weeks, it makes one
every second week. At school, this feels pretty much like „all the time“. Bingo!
Inform colleagues on Youth-LeadeR, the Starter Sesion experience, inspired
students, new resources in class, YL Student Club contributions, YL Speakers and
webcasts. Then, organize a planning session with Club members and teachers.

THE ULTIMATE AIM
In the school year, each subject teacher invites two 15-minute presentations on
young or adult changemakers and their powerful solution on a global issue.
Teachers can select favorite units, times, hero/ines, solutions and methods.
An easy way of roughly planning and sharing presentations through the year is
to start with our UN Days Calendar (see below). Your colleagues can quickly tell
which days connect best with their units this year. Then, they can check which
Youth- LeadeRs address these topics, and either browse their solutions and
resources using the List of Actions, hero posters, or full online profiles at cgrising.com,
OR leave it to students to select whom they present.
Aligning presentations with UN Days helps spread presentations evenly through
the year, and connect with club and clan activities and news or opportunities taking
place around UN Days in the region.
It is all up to you. It is easy to figure out, and these details can be fixed or changed
when the agreed upon month nears.

http://www.global.youth-leader.org/our-offers/services/the-yl-curriculum/

We align our services, The Hero/Ines of the Month exhibit, Live Webcasts, 3 Missions of YL Warrior Clans, with 3 UN Days per Month, each with 3-10 changemakers
Advantages include:
It structures our abundance of changemakers, causes and actions
It helps teachers and student clubs plan in advance through the year
It offers an excellent occasion for a special lesson
It facilitates connection with local civil society, institutions and media
Jan: BRAILLE, HOLOCAUST, STREET CHILDREN
Feb: RADIO, WETLANDS, FEMALE GENITAL MUTILATION
Mar: WOMEN, FORESTS, WATER, STOP STREET HARASSMENT
Apr: (MOTHER) EARTH DAY, LANDMINES, SPORT FOR DEVELOPMENT
May: MIGRATORY BIRDS, FAMILIES, BIODIVERSITY, TURTLES
Jun: ENVIRONMENT, OCEANS, CHILD LABOUR, REFUGEES
Jul: COOPERATIVES, POPULATION, FRIENDSHIP
Aug: INDIGENOUS PEOPLE, YOUTH, ORANG UTANS, SHARK WEEK
Sep: LITERACY, PEACE, TOURISM, PIRATE TALK, BLASPHEMY
Oct: TEACHERS, HABITAT, GIRLS, RURAL WOMEN, FOOD, UN DAY
Nov: WORLD TOILET DAY, CHILDREN, PALESTINIAN PEOPLE
Dec: AIDS, VOLUNTEER, SOIL, HUMAN RIGHTS, MOUNTAINS
You find the complete list on our website, under Methods.

Add special inspiration, action momentum, and changemaker family feeling.
FOR TEACHERS, CLASS & SCHOOL
Extraordinary Speaker Experience, as you have our vivid, action-oriented media
to prepare, so that we can meet at eye-level (not for a powerpoint presentation),
with space for burning questions, anecdotes, latest news, tips for greater impact,
and even collaboration. Will we even celebrate common achievements? You have
everything you need for taking action in support of our hero/ines' quests.
FOR STUDENT CLUBS & WARRIOR CLANS
Unique opportunity for meeting and working with grand changemakers of our time;
with all of the above, but also for personal and deep meetings at any time,
afternoons, evenings, week-ends, just as full-time changemakers do.
We also organize meetings between clans, and at end of seasons, we honor
outstanding achievements, continental champions and more.
Browse our speakers at www.speakers.youth-leader.org

This is practically a YL Student Club UPGRADE. The difference is that YL Warriors
COMMIT to 3 activities every month, like athletes. This makes them PACEMAKERS
in the student club community, simply by being themselves, doing what they do.
YL Warriors activities also include media work, amplifying outreach and impact.
Typically, they are natural born changemakers spending a lot of time on action.
It is their lifestyle, and potentially their life's purpose. Youth-LeadeR is their optimal
supportive learning community.
With 3 YL Warriors, a club can form a YL Clan. Warriors and Clans gain credits
and levels for impact and headlines made, which offers them additional fun, a
sense of epic, and building a unique, rich, visual CV for their personal, idealist
and professional paths, listing actions, action partners, achievements, and of
course the authentic media articles and so on.
All this makes CG RISING a groundbreaking Youth Leadership program, with the
potential to become a world-leading brand and seal of quality, coming and more.
True Griffindore stuff! Can you imagine our teens growing up like this for years?
To complete the booklet, view a few visual impressions of activities >>

MISSION 1

7. and ACTIVITIES in
public space, uniting
students across
classes and grades.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgCevU-HI0Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cG70sGdDOCA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRq6df7-i90

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sK8JNXHcBMA

We can only emphasize it again and again - Young People At School have
tremendous super powers. Our examples demonstrate it. In many cases, we are
"alone", or just a handful in a student club.
While UNESCO, our ministries of education, our curricula demand global learning,
education for sustainable development, media go overboard with demand that
young people be empathic, caring global citizens, celebrate and honor young
changemakers with highest awards and book us as speakers at schools... it is
widespread that those in charge - teachers - limit us with outdated attitudes that
there was no time for global issues and changemaking at school, that youth shall
focus on their B or C in something. They are failing their job and purpose. It even
happens that we are bullied, ridiculed for our love, sound understanding, priorities
and passion - by our peers, by media people. This may be the worst symptom of
an unsustainable society. And this is what Youth-LeadeR can overcome.
Keep in mind, that we achieve huge things, even when we are only a handful. If
we can just do what we believe in, and have access to solutions, community and
support by teachers. Free The Children and Me To We Clubs have an average
of 25 members. YL offers an even greater abundance of tools. Let us use them!
OUR APPROACH is to spread educational Starter Packs to 10 classrooms or
more, in order to ensure that they are being used, and that inspired youth form
a YL Student Club, using our simple methods of presentations and exhibits to
spread the spirit in their entire school and unite students for taking action.
IMAGINE that just one student per class joins the YL Student Club and engages
in our extremely powerful set of Monthly Missions, making an impact, headlines
and doubtlessly involving many other students in activities. 1 per class makes 20.
That's a lot. A powerful team. Imagine 2 per class. 40 students in the club. Wow!
FURTHER IMAGINE just 10% of all students participating on and off in fundraisers,
lifestyle challenges, and even in projects. That is very realistic. At an average high
school of 1,000 that's 100 youth! We believe that the shared enthusiasm felt in
Starter Sessions, fun activities, uplifting impact experience and scope of favorite
causes for everyone can mobilize 20, 30, 50% participating on an off. 500 youth!
NOW IMAGINE it to happen at 10 schools per district. Imagine the clubs, 500 to
1,000 high end changemaker youth coming together for a gathering, a campaign!
Imagine all superfans and friends - 5,000 to come together.
COME ON. This can happen at all schools. It is what school's purpose and curricula
demand. It is common sense. It only needs a SPARK. And it is in YOUR HAND.

POSSIBLE SCENARIOS AND SOLUTIONS for Teachers and Student Clubs
1) OUTER SCHOOL MEDIA AND PARTNERS ARE NOT PERMITTED. In Greece, you
need permission from the education minister. The rule exists to avoid conventional open
or hidden political agendas. Our status and contents are top-notch. We have UNESCO
status (this is like your minister's sacred temple). In many countries, we are working with
ministries of education and teacher unions, our media and methods are used in schools,
the contents are showered with awards. We just need to inform people about these new
tools. So, go get the permission.You may pave the way for the nation. We can help.
2) NO WAY OF INTEGRATION IN UNITS. Maybe because the syllabus is so full, it's not
allowed, or the interested teacher teaches a subject that we can hardly connect with.
Then use a special occasion for a Starter Session. This can be a UN Day, but also a
lesson where you just watch "a film", like at the end of the year, or whenjumping in for a
colleague. Inform students that you cannot integrate it in units, but that they can live it
as a YL Student Club or after school club. It's where the action happens anyway.
3) STUDENT CLUBS DO NOT EXIST, ARE NOT EVEN PERMITTED. Well, then encourage
foundation of an after school club, their own youth organization, or joining the global
Ecoclubes network, with official charity status. School still plays a major role as daily
meeting place. Students can meet, share and exchange during breaks, and on info boards.
There is always a way.
4) STUDENTS MAKE NO MOVE TO TAKE ACTION. In short, they are lame, uncaring,
afraid and boring. They are a mirror and product of their passive parent generations,
inheriting the mind- and feelset of millenia of totalitarian empires, or the trauma of
subjugation. We have to accept that we live in an unsustainable society, and that "80%
of human behavior is shaped by role models, much of it subconsciously." Copy-paste.
But this also shows the way to a brighter future. Same thing: Establish a student-powered
Hero/ines of the Month exhibit in class, and an ISLE. As a teacher, make it a task, justify
it by using stories in units. Imagine it over 1, 2, 3 years, also at elementary school. There
is no doubt that the ROLE MODELS will unfold impact on worldview and activities.
A SPECIAL NOTE FROM HERMIONE:
We have the duty to attend school, but we also have the right to an up-to-date education
and learning culture living up to our curricula, and the purpose of schoo-ling: enabling
the young generation to become active citizens in a libertarian, de-mocratic society; oday
also a sustainable society in a global, peaceful, collaborative family of nations. Obviously,
adult generations are utterly incompetent at it, and conventional education, even for the
most priviledged, least for the richest, has not helped achieve it. There is need for the
new, the solutions exist. Therefore, as long as schools are incapable of conveying these
skills in formal learning in class (which will probably never be the case due to the nature
of the required learning methods), we have the moral and maybe even the legal right
to learn these skills in self-organized non-formal learning settings, at the least via exhibits,
ISLEs and clubs, like our most highly decorated peers hallowed as role models of our
generation. All of us (also parents and citizens) have the right that this young generation
learn it, since they are the only ones with the chance to do learn it on relevant scale.

FAQ: CAN I REALLY DO THIS?
You will never find out until you try it. Kids and teachers everywhere are doing it,
with wild success!
If you are asking this question, it means that you are not familiar with it. This
means, youth leadership is new to your region. This means that whatever you do,
it will be better than anything ever done in your region before.
Your actions, also at Level 1 or 2, will make headlines. Club members will become
local hero/ines instantly, get booked as speakers and inspire hundreds more.
Whichever place you act, whether youth leadership is completely new or not, you
will be amplifying what's known, evoke life-changing impact, make headlines,
reach thousands and train changemakers in the best way possible in your place,
right now.
Also, and this is not to underestimate, you will know that you did everything in
your power to make humanity's best changemaking knowledge, role models and
opportunities available to the young generation, citizenry and teacher staff in your
sphere of influence. That is the best - and only - thing that we can do. In the end,
it is up to them to tune in, and turn their opportunities into action.
Even if your young generation has copy-pasted zero empathy and absolute apathy
from their parent generation, and takes no action. By making the stories, role
models and solutions omni-present by use in units and exhibits, you will be shaping
worldview, and whenever your hundreds of students or peers make a disrupting
experience in life that expands their horizon or compassion, they will remember,
and they will know where to find the solutions and support they need.
It is an opportunity not to be missed.
It does not matter whether everybody else understands its importance.
It matters that YOU understand it. Go for it.

YL MESSENGERS
are ordinary caring citizens of all ages and walks of life, in all parts of
the world, promoting Youth-LeadeR by connecting us with philanthropic
clubs, kind companies and investors in our young generation.
WE INSPIRE THEM to join our activities, and in particular, to invest
in 100 Starter Packs for 100 Classrooms at 10 Schools. Or more.
IT BENEFITS our aims as a student, teacher, parent and human being,
by growing the clubs community network across schools and districts,
amplifying the movement and impact.
WOULD YOU LIKE to see youth leadership spread to more schools,
districts and cities in your sphere of influence? Contact us.
contact@youth-leader.org

